It was a February winter evening in Dawson City, Yukon, on traditional Tr'ondëk Hwëch'in territory in 2016. After a full day of rehearsal, Chris Clarke invited the creative team of Map of the Land, Map of the Stars (Map) over to her cabin for dinner.
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It was a February winter evening in Dawson City, Yukon, on traditional Tr'ondëk Hwëch'in territory in 2016. After a full day of rehearsal, Chris Clarke invited the creative team of Map of the Land, Map of the Stars (Map) over to her cabin for dinner.
1 So we all put on our snow pants, toques, and mitts and trekked across the frozen Yukon River and followed the walking path through the forest to fi nd her cabin, heated and warm. By candlelight, we sat around a big wooden table, sharing a meal and our stories. As we were all talking and laughing, I was starting to get a glimpse of our collective artistic practice. We were sharing impulses, images, fragments of stories, and memories; each of these things built upon one another, like a long, kinetic chain that was helping us arrive at a new place. I was beginning to see that the methodology we were using to create our work in the rehearsal room was the same methodology we were engaging in at the dinner table. In this moment, I was full of gratitude for the practice and the people sitting around at the dinner table. I like making art this way and in this place, the Yukon.
Th e initial impulse and subsequent development and production of Map of the Land, Map of the Stars came from Gwaandak Th eatre, the Yukon's only Indigenous theatre company. Th e company was founded in Whitehorse in 1999 by theatre artists Leonard Linklater (Vuntut Gwitchin) and Patti Flather (Anglosettler Canadian) . Th e company is dedicated to developing and showcasing Indigenous and Northern voices: "We serve to remind everyone in our community that there are many powerful stories out there that have not often been told, and many talented artists who continue to be under-represented in mainstream theatre" (Flather) .
Th e Yukon is cloaked in the nostalgia of the Gold Rush and building of the Alaskan Highway. Th ese stories and history are the main staple of the tourist industry, stories that are steeped in colonial narrative. Gwaandak strives to challenge the dominant narratives of the Yukon and Canada by shining a light on the other voices that are just as an important part of collective history: "Leonard always speaks of theatre as a tool to fi ght oppression, build confi dence in people who are generally shy, and heal from the great wounds left by colonization" (Flather) . Th e development of Map of the Land, Map of the Stars started in the summer 2015 and had various workshops and showings in Whitehorse and Dawson City. Th e work premiered this past May at the Kwanlin Dun Cultural Centre and toured to Dawson City, Carcross and Kitchener, Ontario and will grace the stages of the Talking Stick Festival in BC. Th e piece is a culmination of all the work from everyone who stepped into that rehearsal room, and it carries the energy and the stories that we all brought with us.
Gwaandak is the perfect platform for artists to remember in a new way (or remember in an old way that seems new) and bring to light the complexities and beauty that exist when we claim our own stories, from our own impulses, from our own histories, from our own bodies, and from the land. Th is kind of remembering is digging deeper than the dominant narratives of offi cial commemorations, navigating around sanctioned memory in order to fi nd our own truths.
Sanctioned Memory
Sanctioned memory is the history that we are supposed to remember. I consider it as a kebab of dates, facts, and names of white men that one is tested on in school. It is this type of memory that feeds the impulse that assures that the patriarchal, colonial mainstage show keeps on going. Th e producer of the show, Status Quo, will sack you if you don't stick to the script. Don't even dare to ask any questions; just say your lines, remember the blocking, Sanctioned memory is the foundation of settler colonial narratives; racism and sexism are the strong threads that hold these narratives together. Offi cial accounts/commemorations bind collective memory so tightly that our world-view becomes so razor thin. ctr 174 spring 2018
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and when you are done, get off the stage and don't trip on all the consequences that in are in the wings. Sanctioned memory is the foundation of settler colonial narratives; racism and sexism are the strong threads that hold these narratives together. Offi cial accounts/commemorations bind collective memory so tightly that our world-view becomes razor thin. Only one story is able to be told, a story that maintains the status quo and its power structures. Nigerian writer Chimimanda Ngozi Adichie addresses this in her talk "Th e Danger of a Single Story," saying, "power is not only the ability to tell the story of another person, but to make it the defi nitive story of that one person" (10:12-10:18). Th is one telling of the Canadian story has damaging costs and devastating consequences. Embedded deep in this telling are oppression and violence, and these are played out every day. Th is one story gets passed down through the generations and then is shared to newcomers as the Canadian story. Because of this singular story and the exclusion of the Indigenous narrative, "we are all the poorer, morally, spiritually and economically" (Flather) .
So, to mark the beginning of the country Canada and count from there to here, 150 years later, is a very complex and treacherous task. It is a prime example of sanctioned memory and begs the question how do we celebrate the founding of this nation in spite of the cost of its existence? Cree lawyer Romeo Saganash, a Residential School survivor and NDP MP in Abitibi-Baie-JamesNunavik-Eeyou, points out this issue in his Globe and Mail article about the 150 celebrations, "Any celebration of the state, the nation with its assumed sovereignty, stories of expansion and settlement or nation-building in general, replicate settler colonial narratives and are an insult to my ancestors, to my people, to me." He further delves into the issue of the Canada 150 celebrations as "the stories that the state is attempting to tell itself and everyone else. Specifi cally, that it has legitimate authority to make laws and policies, or even imagine a future, without Indigenous partnership."
Th is Canada 150 narrative that Saganash describes is in complete contrast to the stories that Gwaandak Th eatre aims to tell: "Th e Indigenous narrative needs to be part of everything we do in this country, and it needs to be centrally placed and Indigenousled, in order to reduce the appalling ignorance and inequities that continue" (Flather) . It is important at this time, this 150 mark, to not reinstate the singular story of Canada but to challenge it and to bust it up. It is a time to call our truths out into the valley and to hear them echoed back to us. Map is a project that took up this challenge:
We wanted to ensure that artistic works shared refl ected a full range of Canadian experiences in the North, that it was not white-washed propaganda continuing to prop up national myths about how gentle and polite and civil Canadians are. I believe that Map is very generous, compassionate and inclusive, but it refuses to shy away from diffi cult realities and injustices that are ongoing in our nation. (Flather) So How Do We Get from There to Here . . . ?
Th e fi rst day I stepped into the rehearsal room, I had little clue about how the piece would take shape. It was an experience of standing on the edge (at a very high height) of devised theatre. Ready or not, as a collective, we jumped. And like a dream where one is falling and the landing is soft, we landed in the landscape of our own bodies and of the Yukon. Th e land and our bodies were the grounding of the work, and the stories and images that sprang from these places became the material that we collectively wove together to create the piece. We shared stories, turned gestures into dance, created set pieces out of matrilineal lineage, sung songs, and re-enacted hidden histories. In speaking about devising Map, Flather says, "I feel emotional even now as I think about the creation process, how we worked together in circle, telling stories with our voices and bodies and hearts, without knowing what would emerge, and then discovering that what emerged holds deep meaning not only for the co-creators but for audiences."
Th e land has always informed our bodies and our perceptions. Our bare feet on rocks can give us much more inspiration, insight, and rest than a busy city sidewalk. Rather than feeling like we need to protect our nervous systems from the elements in a busy city, the trees, earth, and water allows our nervous system to extend itself out into the environment to be inspired and receptive. Th e rehearsal room is required to shift into a landscape that allows this vulnerability and receptiveness to happen, to allow ourselves to unfold into the space. Th is is the process of decolonizing the work, shifting the lens, and drawing from new and old ancestral kinetic inspiration. So much can be discovered and recovered; fragmented world-views can become whole when we are in a safe space.
Th e values that underpin our actions in the rehearsal room are an important part of creating that safe space. Yvette Nolan (Algonquin/Irish), co-creator and director, outlines the working values and agreements we had with each other:
We are not all the same, but we agree to some basic conventions in the room: we will listen to each other, we will hear each other, we will try to move together for a while, we will learn things from each other. We will attempt to learn each other's languages, be they song or dance, English or French or Tlingit. We will attempt to orient ourselves using each other's guideposts, using each other's positions, each other's maps, whether they are within, below us, or above our heads. (8) Being in response to the other is a way of creating personal and collective strength. Strength to tell the story and strength to see what wants to be seen.
Storyweaving was the methodology that we used in creating Map. Th is grounded the work in a process that is non-hierarchical, feminist, and Indigenous. It was devised by Spiderwoman Th eater, 2 the fi rst Indigenous feminist theatre group in the US. Muriel Miguel brought this work to Canada and shared it on so many platforms: in training institutions, works in development, and theatre productions across the country. It has infl uenced generations of Indigenous artists and has become an important part of our Indigenous contemporary theatre lineage.
This is the process of decolonizing the work, shifting the lens, and drawing from new and old ancestral kinetic inspiration. ctr 174 spring 2018
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"Storyweaving describes the layering of stories, images, sound, movement and music, creating a three-dimensional tapestry which is embodied in space and becomes the theatre production" ("Storyweaving Workshop"). It is a way of working that opens the room to all possibilities and perspectives; it creates a fi eld where all impulses are accepted. Th ese impulses are explored and then shaped by connection and resonance. Storyweaving allows the artist to journey in and around the mess of life to uncover the world-view that thrums through their blood and sits in their bones. It is a methodology of fi nding forgotten world-views and lost ceremonies-and of course, making a "show."
Th is method also allows us to tell a much bigger story of who and what we are, and Map exemplifi es this. Images, moments, and movement tumble into each other and propel the story forward. Th e piece rides on the river, swirling, pushing, and pulling the images, songs of pain and joy, forgotten memories, and ancestral whisperings out of the ensemble and into the performance space. It helped that we were always a stone's throw away from the Yukon River. It was the current of this river, from fi rst rehearsal to last performance, that reminded us and guided us in the direction we needed to go.
In the work, we happened on much joy and beauty, but Map also carries a deep sadness. I often think about Black Tom crying by the river in a land that at times can only magnify loneliness; my elders as the young children in the back of that pick-up truck heading to residential school; and how the sticks that beautifully etch out the matrilineal line of Andrameda Hunter's ancestral history turn into walls and weapons that divide us. I was awakened to the sadness and rage that was sleeping in my belly before this process. As an individual and as a collective, it was a lot to carry.
Th ere was a moment in the process when this shifted. I remember when Leonard and Patti came into the rehearsal room, later on in the development of the work, with the story of Yuhdii, the large sky-being made of stars.
3 Th ey described it and shared a photocopy of a map of stars that created its body. It was at this moment that we were embraced by an image that is as old as this land (much older than 150 years, that is for sure!), an image steeped in Indigenous knowledge and world-view. It was at this moment that we were able to let go without the fear of everything falling apart. For an image that can hold the land and sky together can also hold this piece for us.
Yuhdii was watching over us as we all sat around that dinner table in Chris's cabin. Th is sky being was not even a fragment of a thought in the piece at that time, but it waited. It watched us pack up to go back across river to town, now deep into the night. Maybe it shone the moon so bright on the Moosehide Slide, lighting our path home. Yuhdii waited patiently before it came to visit us in our dreams, in our thoughts, and in the rehearsal room.
Returning to Adichie's insights on the power of stories, she concludes that "when we reject the single story, when we realize that there was never a single story about any place, we regain a kind of paradise " (18:23-18:30) . Th is is so true for Map of the Land, Map of the Stars. All the creators of this work are tied into this northern landscape and the human stories that are interwoven into the rivers, trees, and mountains. We deeply know this paradise. I can only speak for myself but know it may be true for the others, that this paradise feeds my practice, my work, and my soul.
Notes
1 See script on page 66 for full list of creative team.
2 Spiderwoman Th eater was founded in 1976, and the heart of the company are three sisters: Muriel Miguel, Lisa Mayo, and Gloria Miguel. "Th e collective sprang out of the feminist movement of the 1970s and the disillusionment with the treatment of women in radical political movements of the time. Th ey questioned gender roles, cultural stereotypes, and sexual and economic oppression. Th ey took on issues of sexism, racism, classism, and the violence in women's lives" ("Storyweaving Workshop").
